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New Materials and approadhes focusing on data
analysis .are described in thisreport. students were exposed to .a

brief instruction on survey analysis. Then they- used a series 'of
games, designed to ,aid, the learning' of data analysis, and worked'with
itablei oftdata"presenied in different-training formats'desigped to
sharpen analytical skills. Limitations of previous methodology texts
and instruction in data dhalysis are listed in.the'beginnihg of thp
report..Details are given of the traiping.formats and the games which
were developed,, and their use is anall)xed. A section' on questionnaire
construction is included. The evaldatiOlof the effectiveness of the
developed materials ,is given in terms of*the author's impressions,
-based upon expeOiences with the materials in four /graduate level,.
methodology courses. (DT)
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I Background for. the Study

t
,

1. Introduction
.

.

.

Today the role of rationality in organizatiOn, in
and in the accumulation of knowledge is oeparaMount

iMportance. .Industrialization was the prime mover in elevating
t
rationality.to such exulted heights. Modern industrial societies
constantly are attempting to apply .rational criteria to .more and
more sphieres of daily life. In our modern industrial societies,
research has increasingly become the major intellectual method for
reaching rational decisions. Accordingly, suchsocieties devote
evercgreateramounts.of time, personnel, and resoUrCes for research
activities. Indeed, a hallmark of these societies is the supp8it
and faith they display towards research,;both pure and applied. No-
where is this devotion and encouragemehtofreseardh more evident
than it is heie in the United-- States. The funds spent by Ole govern -
ment, foundations, and private corporations on research in the United
States annually run into the billions. Furthermore,.the amount-of
time devoted to research activities by faculty, staff, and students
at American universities is enormous.

Modern scientific research was initiated in the physical
and biological sciences, and its application to agricultural prob-
lems gave rise to the development of modern statistics. Inithe last
several decades, however, complex research designs have made their
appeatance in many other fields. In the United States,a dramatic
mushrooming of research activities in the social and behavioral
sciences, as wellas in such related fields aseducation, welfare,
and administration, occurred during the post war era. Funds sudden-
ly.became available to research many aspects of social life, psycho-
logical phenomena, economic development, and political behavior.

In response to this unprecedented demand fOr research in '
these areas of the social and behavioral sciences, undergraduate and
graduate curriculums-have expanded their Wethodology/offeri ge., In -

sociology, for example, undergraduate majois at the larger, eiican
universities are usually 'required to take at the minimum's on Semes-
ter course,ii statistics and 'zi\ene seiester course in,lmethodoibgY.
Tbe.miniMA requirement for.graduete students in sociology at ny_

depa;tments is two semesters each of statistics ,and methodology. In
,addi#ion,.such graduate students are,often encouraged to enroll i
one'or more:AdVanced courses focusing on survey methods, demograph
analysis, field'work.or_experimental design. In general, the metho
ology courses offered to .both undergraduate and graduate studenti at
American universities stress quantitative modes of\analysis. In the
fields of sociology.and.political science these methodology offering
foci's on survey methods, while in psychology And education experimen
Al methods predominate. In recent years, however, survey techniques.
havesinroads,in numerous additional fields, including educational
research.. Accotdingly, an increasing number of methodology courses
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offered at American universities devote at least part of their time i
to al discussion of survey research techniques.

Paralleling this expansion of methodology offerings in the
social and behavioral sciences has been a corresponding expansion in
the number of textbooks designed to be used in methodology courses.
Mort of these texts me pared to advanced undergraduates or first
year graduate students and their scope is both broad and general.
The topics discussed in such texts include the following: 'Philo'sophy
Of science, research design, procedures_for data collection and pro-
Cessing, techniques preparatory to or concomitant with dat .4nalysa,
'data analysis itself, formats for the presentation of fin ings, and
comments concerning the role of research. These texts ver survey
and experimental methOds, though fn a brief and superfi ial manner.
In addition to these general methodology textbooks., th re are a few
specialized texts intended for griduate level work that focus in
depth on survey techniques. 4

The increasing exposure of social science students to
methodology courses in which survey'methods are covered and the rapid
multiplication of texts available to students enrolled'in such class-
esr imply that social'science students are being adequately trained
to carry out survey research. Unfortunately, this is not so. Both
the procedures utilized in the classroom by instructors teaching survey
research methods and the contents of most methodology texts that dis-
cuss snrvey techniques inadequately prepare students for the task of
analypinrsurvey data. While some methods of research, such as exper-
imental, clearly anticipate, the detailed steps of analysis; other
methods, such as survey, frequently fail during the design stage to
foresee the analytical avenues through which the researcher will
travel. Consequently, although a primary focus on the problemd and
techniques of research design is appropriate for training in'exper-
imental methods, it is insufficient when training students in the
skills of survey analysis.

, After the survey questionnaire has been designed, the
Interviews. scheduled, responses recorded; and the data transferred
onto IBM cards or computer tape, the real work of .the survey research-
er begins. He is often inundated wIth.a large amount of datas'and
It is difficult to tell the "trees from,the forest." Launching an
analysis of survey date, which contain tens of thousands of tables
or Correlational coefficients, is'like finding one's way out of an
elaborate, confusing labyrinth. Many students never succeed in work-
ing their way out of such a maze. The survey analyst is faced with
the task of finding'avath through thelabyrinth to reveal a coherent
explanation'of the phenomenon under. Investigation. The emphasis is
"thus on developing. skills in discovery ratherthan on methqds of
verification. Unfortunately, students at American universities
today are oftenconfronted with Classroom'instruCtion and textbooks
which focus: only on methods of verification and fail to develop
competence. in their ability.to discOVer relationships and to link
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a series of relatively simple relationships into a complex, coherent .

structure. This'project was an attempt to explore ways of filling.
this void.

24.Limitations'of methodology texts I
-

Despite the increase in the number and variety of method-
ology textbooks being turned out by American publishers, it is our
contention that *hey, fail to devote sufficient space to a discussion
of how to proceed in analyzing survey data. This impression is
borne out_by a crude content analysis that we carried out of the
material presented in approximately forty textbooks which were in-
tended for use in first year methodology courses in sociology.
Almost one-third of the pages of these textbooks were devoted to a
discussion of the problems, procedures, and techniques which precede
the collection of data-- e.g.,-developing hypothesis', research
design, quedtionnaire construction, and sampling. This comprised
the largest amount of space devoted to any one particular phase of
the research enterprise. Another one- Quarter of the pages of these.
textbooks was devoted to the problems, procedures, and techniques
of analysis and presentatjon of the collected data -- eeg., generil
problems of measurement; construction of indices, scales, and
factors; development of coding categories;statistical techniques;
and the use of graphs, tables,and diagrams to summarize the present-
ation of researcfifindings. While a mastery of these skills is a
necessary prerequisite to becoming a competent survey analyst, in
and of themselves, they are insufficient in aiding a student to
launch his/Own analysis of survey data. They do not take him very
far in his/quest for a path out of the labyrinth of rich data with
which he' is confronted.'

Approximately one-seventh of the pages of the texts
surveyed foqusedon such questions as the relationship of research
to theory, issues In the philosophy of science, and the implies-

. tions and broader context ofIresearch. Agother one - seventh of
these pages was taken up.with.a discussiori,ofhoW data is actually
gathered: -- e.g., interviewing and observationalltschniques.
Finally, less than one-tenthof the pages in thepe tents was devot-
ed directly to a discussion of hoW to analyze. data. Iiiurthermiore,
the presentatiOn'ims rarely directed exclusively *owardS the most
frequently used research method in American sociology
survey; analysis.. Itven.Wheathe focus was on survey anO9Sis, the
discussion wastrequently limited'toan explanation of how to read
two and three variable tabletwrather than on how to discover
relationshiand how to,link thewtogether into a\comprehensive
analysis. ).

ar Up to thitP.point, we have limited our disoussion to gen-
es methodology textbooks designed for first year methods courses in

6
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sociology. What about the pore specialized methodology texts in-
tended for graduate level courses and whichexclOsively deal with

, 1 survey, research? Do not suchtexts as Hyman's Survey Design and
4nalysis,-Zeisel's Say It With 'Figures, and Rosenberg ,s The Logic,

..of Survey Analysis adequately prepare the student for Undertaking.
his, own analysis of :survey data? . It is true that such texts do
devote a considerable imount.of space to a discussion of the actual
steps'inVolVed in the analysis of survey data; Even these texts, .=

\however, emOhasize,the indiyidual.steps of data analysis in Isola-
tion to'eacia other rather than in linking them together to form a
loomprehensive and smoothly flowing analysis. Thus; for example,

*these texts usually focus.on'how to read, analyze, and interpret
individual two and three variable tables, as well as how toindividual

a simple-two variable relationship bythe systematic
4 introduction of different third "test" variables. Little consider-

ation, however,is given to developing the student's skill in link-
. Lin a number of these tables together in order to form a comOrehen-
sive, relatively complex explanatory structure. This is a serious
omission on -the part of these.texts since much survey research pr- .

initiated with the. hope of coming up with such an explanatolly
structure for practical or theoretical purposes.

We will now shift our:attention from the amount of space
deVoted to the actual analysis of-data in methodology textbooks to
a ctncern with .the forpat through which 'Instruction is given in
the e texts. One of-three different formats; or modes of present-
Isti n, isemployed by these texts. The first format emphasizes
str ightforward exposition of the method& and'techniques covered in
the text. Here, teaching is by talking. Goode and Hatt's. Methods
in ocial Research exemplifies such a format. The second format
emp asizes the exposure of the student to completed research reports
rep esenting well done research. Here, teaching is by example.
Laz rsfeld and Rosenberg's The Language of Social Research illustrates
thi format. The third format 01 a hybrid Combination kf the two .

pre ious formats wherein.. presentations of abbreviated,ad edited
res arch reports -are- followed by an explanation and disCussion of
the research techniques illustrated by these repOrts. Here, teach-

. in is by example and talking. Riley's Sociological Research: 'A
Cas A roach is an example of this third format.

NOne of the three formats is toosuccessful in iidingthe
stu entto developrskills'ai discovering.relationships-indata and
in understanding how the survey analyst actually gOes. about his job,
altough the third is the least objectionable. The expositional -7-)
presentations fail to get the'student involsed with actual research.
data while the piebentations using completed research reports suffer*
from the fact that it is dkfficult,i.f not impossible) to reconstruct
the ctual steps taken. by the researcher during his analysis from. his
formal presentation of the results. In other words, the format of
reporting research differsconsiderably from the format used .to carry
it out.

/,,
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,\ In summary, while all of .the topici covered in both gen-
eral and specialized methodology textbooks should be mastered in

.

order to carry out a research enterprise, the most crucial stage of
; that enterprise -- discovering relationships and linking them to-
gether into comprehensiveand coherent causal chains -- is the one

. thing that these texts most negleCt. Not only is relatively little
space in these texts allocated for developing skills in data analy-
sis, but, in additioh, the foimats utilized, in discussing data
analysis, fail to enlighten the.student about hoW research is actualr
ly carried out. Such texts thus emphasize methods of verification 4
at the expenseof methodsof discovery; and they hictis on the iso-
lated building blocks of analysis without linking them together into
a larger framework. Tfie' student, when confronted with real survey
data, is often uncerfain-as.to what to look.for first, is undecided
concerning what-to look for next once he launches his analysis, and
is unsure whey to draw his analysis to d.ckose. He is placed in the
position analogous to a novice, at the game of chess, whO has been
instructed in the legitimate moves each chesspiece may make and
what are.the overall objectives of the game,.but who lacks informa-
tion about'the appropriate strategy and tactics for opening game
moves. designed to - develop his pieces, middle game moves rto improve
his pohition and engage his opponent, and end game moves designed
to ensurevictory.

/'Survey analysis is somewhat of a game, and the expert
. shrvey analyst like the master chessplayer, must thoroughly under-
stand the strategy and tactics apPropriate to each stage of analy-
sis and be able to anticipate several steps in advande the likely-
consequences of making one analytical. move rather than another.
Unfortunately, textbooks.dealihg with survey analysis, unlike chess
Animals do not focus on building up the student's understanding of
such Strategy.and tactics. Our project explored the feasibility of,
simulating actual research conditiohs to instruct students in re-
search strategy and tactics, with the hope that these new approaches
could be incorporated into Suture textbooks.

3; Limitations of instructional styles in methodology classes
. f

Not.onlar.are textbooks. negligent In presenting material .

that would aid students to develop the skills and insights necessary
to carry( out an adequate-analysis of:survey data, but classroom in-
struction techniques, also, fall. in.this-regard. Upon completion of
Amethodologycourse.that included instruction in survey .resbarch, -

students often found themselves still confused and ill at ease when
confronted with actual survey. data requiring analysis. They appeared
unable to:diScover fruitful relationships which can be developed____.
into more elaborate themes with intergstiii variations-culniating
in a zoherent,-Oomptehensive, and_cogent-ekiiiiiatory.systemt. The
reasons for this'..failing-An ciassroOm insituCtion.in survey analy-
sis-are-several..

*
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First and fotemost among the reasons is .the fact that

little claSsroomtime is given to instruction in the art of analysis
. 4ust.as methodology/ textbooks devote .little space,to,isedis-

. cession of actual data, analYdis instrUctors.'in methodology. Biasses
devote little time to the subjeat. Much.more.:lassroom time.is
usually apent.in diectssing general prpbleriircif research,*redearch.
destgn, questionnaire construction, sampling procedures,' interview--
ing techniques, 9oding operations apcigeneral problems of measure-
ment, index constrtiction, and scaling;:'

4
Although all of these topics.

. are related to the actual analysii-of-data, inand of themselves,
they fail to.sive the student sufficient insight into the'detailed
steps of data analysis, ..More time should be allocated for instruc-
tion in the process of data analysis itself.

.4

. *A second reason for the inadequate training of students
is that what little time is spent on instruction in data analysis is
at times abstract rather than concrete in nature and expositional
rather than experiential. What the student sorely needs is practical
experience in analyzing concrete/survey data under the guidanceof a
trained instructor. Such practical expitience is possibly less
crucial in the teaching of experimental methods where the analysis
is relatively systematic, ebdified, routinized, and anticipated in
the research design stage. In/survey-research, however, where such
attributes are regrettably laCking, practical experience is essen-
tial.. Learning by doing is thus particularly relevant in,the train-
ing of survey analysts. Unfortunately, 'in most methodology classes

-toAay, students spen(Fverviittle time in .doing survey analysis r

using concrete, real data:/ Moreover, even when such practice is
undertaken by students, there..is often a lack ofadequite supervision

.

by trained personnel. ./

Athird and/ inal reason why students in methodologyi/

bourses are poorly prepared in the art of data analysis is that even
when they are on occasion given practical experience in analyzing
concrete survey data, that' analysis is often confined to the simplest
level.- Ilws,studentiare.encOuraged to look dt the udivar4.ate dis-' .. \' -

_

/ ,-
tributions of the-resnonaes given to the various questions by the . 'A.

. respondents ands then proceed to detect'rellitionships between some of ,

..- these variables by constructing two variable tables. At times;.
students'govsomewhat further in'"elahorating".thesa twO!griable-
building blocks'of survey-analysis by theJntroductionOf-three ,

-variable.,Pabies. Often_the-entire-atalyais'is limited tc::.4k.handful .

of twoOriable,tablei supplemehted'by one,*Pwo, orthredVariable
-,--14---:tdbles,/ Sven at this elementary level students are often confused .

and not given sufficient time and supbrvision-So'develep their comp- .

etence and confidence in data analysis. Moreover, thy often;gain -
. no in;ight whatsoever, the more-demanding-taskof linking- a

number-of component two andthree variable tables' together in order
tolorm a coMprehensive. and coherent analytical structure of sufficient.

. scope to tell an interesting sociological.story." The strategiei
and tactics required. for snail a task are rareiTcommunicated'tothe'

-- .
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student. Thu*, to resort to our analogy with chess- playing, the
student.ia at:best 1.4kAted to an understanding and practice of t
"opening" moves of ihe.analysis, and he relatively ignorant o
the appropriate moves fqr the further, "middle" development.of'his
inquiry and of the "end" moves that will successfully windup the,
analyttis.

.

. (

In'our\earlier discussion of textbooks,(we ipdiCated the/
different 'formats used to convey the matetial and the liMitagons\
of each of these.formats. Similarly, we will now discusi thee:dif-
fereet formats used by instructors in methodology courses and ildi-
cite the limitatiOht of each. In general, there are four different
formats of classroom instruction in methOdology courses that we' /
havd.identified.% One relies, solely On lectures and discussiOn; I
another supplements such lectures and discussions with simple
.practice exercises; a.third calls for the invoivemeht of the students
in a. major class ptoSect which-attempts.to be .a microcosm of a pro-'
fessional survey operation from beginning to. end; and a fourth has f

students engaging,in the secdndary analysis of previously collected
survey dated Rewill now discusseabh.of these four formats in more
detail.

I.

The first.forMat we will -consider calls for the teaching of
methodology.courses along to lines traditionally used for most other .

college coursed.' Here the -tnstructor lectures op a singletopic each)
class meeting. Thus, for example, one..or several class meetingt are ;

devoted 'exclusively toproblems:Of research design, or on qtietitionz
*Ire constructio , or on measurement techniques.' These-lectures
are often supplemeeied by discustion sessions led by the instructor
or an assistant dUrring which the students can raise questions.con-
cetnit* pointg,covered in the lectures that perplex them. .HOpefully,
these discustion sessions serve to resolve any confusidn in the

.

student's mind as well as supply him with supplementdky information
on the topics covered by the lectures.

This approach to theclassroom teaching of methodology .e..
.

suff4taAn`adviral respects. To begin' with, sinOe each topic .is
considered in isolation qfthefothers, it iSdifficult for the stu-
dent to appreciate the integrated nature of the research enterprise,
Instead, he.often emerges with.1 and. disebnnected image of
reseachactivity, failing to see how decisions at one stage have
ieperBussiOns'on all'the.subsequent stdges In addition, this format
fails to give. the student any practice in analyzing survey data.

.

/ Students courseware often'at.a-loss when asked to carry out
even 'a simple analysis'of survey data aummarizedointabled. They.are
often bored or.frustrated. Such feelings might be-partially over-
come if students are.introdun the more exciting, more creative-
'aspects of; research which volve the' discovery of interesting Teta-.
tiooships and linking t m to form a pausal explandtion of Some
interesting phenome. . .

.7.
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. Format number two is an .elaboration of 'the first. Here,.
tl ItsfructorAinpplements.the lectures and discussion sessions with
a:series of.practiceexeriiSes designed:to give the studehtmore.
.difict:coniactlwithdifferent phases of the 'research, The students,
for example, might construct simple questionbaires, interview one

.9.. another, code open-ended responses .to a-previoUsly administefed
'questionnaire, draw a mock sample, see if a -set of,;items form a
'scale,'or analyze a few-selectedtables.' Although these activities
oa the. part of the students are not integrated'or utillied in an

_actual research :project, they, nevertheless, gtike the studehts
some tangible cbntact with specific research operations.

This format; also, exhibits several serious weaknesses.
Like-the.first-formet, this ,alto presents theresearch enterprise

' as a aeries of isolgted.opeiatibns whose integration is not experi-
enced by the stodentd: While students taught according to this.second
forritat do engage 'in practice exercises, these exercises are often too
'brief, artificial, and 'segmented foi students to develop much insight.
or skill in research. Furthermore', too little time is spent on prac-
tice exercises 1,n data nnalyhis; and. the studerks are almost as much
at 'a loss to carry out even simple analyses of survey data as those
students taught in coursers using format number one." Finally, many
of thi practice exercises are felt to be boring or irritating and
are carried oft in.a.reluctint and resentful mood. This further.
detricis frOM whatever heuristic value thb practide exercises may
have. .-

'The thirdformat.entails having studehts collectively
carry but a.simplifiesimersion of a complete research pro.ject.

. Students, together with the instructor,'-frame a research problem .

that is susceptible to investigation with survey techniques,.
.

develop a research design that translates the problem into appro-
priate research' steps, construct an interview' schedule, draw.a
sample to be interviewed, administer?the,schedule to respondents,
code the responses,to-the intelyiew,.pUnchthe coded information
onto IBM cards-, arrange for the-transfer of the data onto computer
.tape,Write,prograte instructing the computer as to how 'to process
-the data, analyie the computer;prin-outs, and Witte a report based
on the analysis. Here, the stUdent does, indeed, acquire practical
experience in-carrying out a survey. He gains experience with indi-

. yidual research operations, and, more important, he begins to see
how therare integrated.

. .

Although this format-of instruction is'imperior to'the two
preceding formats, it, also, his its limitation.. Class projects
such as these are limited, to the largdr colleges and universities
with equilltent and funds. This' approach isimptaciical.for use \by
the large number of stall Colleges. .Ratherthan use computers fbr.
data.procisaing, thetmustrelytOn hand sortS on McBee cards,or

...utilizepuuched.card equipment..Furthermore, little time is spent
in the actual'analysislof the data by students engaged in such'

r..410
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collective projects. The greatest bulk of theii time is spent on
constructing a questionnaire, intervieWing, preparing the data for

,',,analysis, and learning how to run punched card equipment and/or
writing computer programs. Its a result, the final reports turned
in by students from such -projects are often.of low quality reflect-
ing the haste and confusion With which they were put:together.
Finally', the brevity of the interview schedule dnd ihe.:emall number
of respondents that usually characterize such.class projects often

.

? prevent the students froneinrging with' a penetrating analysis of
thephenombna'under investigation..

. '
s

The fourth and final format calls for studentsto under-
take an extensive secondary analysis of previously collected. survey
date.. The survey data used is usually of.professional calibre --
the research design, the interviewechedule devised, the drawing of-

. the sample and interviewing of the "respondents, and the processet .

by whiCh the data are prepared for -processing. Frofesiional stand%
ards in these matters means that. there are fewer "errors" at each
stage of tile.researaprocess. The.cumulaTivg effectof Many errors.
that could seriously Undermine thecrAdibility'of the analysis i8 ;

avoided, Such a danger is more likely to occur in wilass research.,
project. Since the data used secondary a lyiis is often a
,large scale survey, the range of information'soli ted from the
respondents and.the large number of respondents in ewed permit
much'greater sophistication in the analysis. Sedt ary analysis
focuses exclusiVilyron the analysis phase of research and encourages

. Aim 'student to discover new relationships in the dataand to link
them is order to form an integrated, comprehensive,-and smoothly
flowing anal/sis. In concluSion, isformat gives the student the
greatest exposure to the experienc f analyzing real Survey- data.

. Therefore, it is the most useful of 11 the formats in:Oveloping
skills of data analysis.

Despite the:obvious advantages of this format,,it,.too, has
its drawbacks, To begin with,it fails to emphasize the integration
orthe-various steps of the research enterprise: The student may
fail to appreciate all. the effort and skills that ultimately led to
thecreAtion of the data that he is using. Although more time is .

spent by the student'in actually analyzing datailmitourses using
this format than in those usinvany_of.,the ueviously described for-
mats, substantial mount.of,time is Still occupied with non- analy-
tical tasks which-tend.lto distract one's attention from analyzing
tables -- e.g.; learning machine operation and programming, under-

' standing the COdebook,- and construction of analysis decks or tapes.
Still another.drawbadk is the fact that even more so than in the
.-case of clasd projects, secondary nnalysipis mainly limited to
the larger, more affluent.colleget-and universities-where modern
data processing equipment is available for student use. _It, slob,'
depends on `the. possession by the -.instructor of the raw data from a
previous: study that is in satisfactory condition-to be analyzed by
students. Moreover, personnel are required to assist the students

-9.
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41 punched card machine operation .and/or compUterprograM6ing. _Few
,

colleges'are likely'toAlave.the equipment; maerial,ancLpers$6..
ierneededtto carry.out-secOndarTanalyais. Finally,the data used"
in secondary analysis. would have been preViodaly analyZed and,in'all. .

'likelihood, published bY-:,4-.professional .researdher,.,andthe most-. ob-t.
awious lines of. inquiry wOuldhave.already been explored., The.itUdent.
would be 4orced to focus.hisattention.on,queStions that are
pheral to-dierorigindl research design. The task becomes More demand-7
ing than would be the case if students were given an :unanalyzed Stddy...
The difficuli'task al/ novices fade-in coming, to grips' with survey

. .

datatkor(the first time is further comOopnded by the need to restrict.
their inquiry tO the more hidden, secondary paths...

. -

4.- Need for nevi textbook and classroom f ormats.iwiethodoloky

. 1( -
. .

- The.foregoingsketch of .e limitations aria failings'of
both classroom instruction and textbook presentation of methodology
highlights theneedfor new- approaches. The mostcruicial:neecCtoday..
in the training of students in methodology. -is fo new, approaches
that help the students..develop greater understanding and insigheinto:
the actual process of data:analysis. Such.new approaches'are parti-;'
cularly needed inithe training of studentSin durvey research where
the research desi rarely coMpletelTantidipates_the subsequent
lines of analysis, 'This, we believe can .best be accomplished by f'
having the "student attempt toTdiscover relationships in real or simu-
lated data and 'then theoretically.link such discovered relationShips
together into a comprehensive and coherent xplanation of the phenom-
ens under investigation. Thede new.approaches, then, should focus

L4.-qwedominafitly on the art of-data analysis itself rather than on .aux-'

ilidry stagei of the research process.' Furthermore, they should
focus on the logid of discovery rather than on ,the logic of verifi-
cation. In addition, these new - approaches should.. be capable of hold -,
ing ie students'. inwest and stimulating theirr'duriosity. finally,-
they should be able to be employed in, sMall as well as -in large col-
leges and-universities. In other words, these new approaches should
be.deSigned to for the" inadequacies existing in.the ap7
preaches cu neck- ed in methodology texts. and.course.

The development of competenCe in the analYtical skills and
insights that characterize the professional survey analydt can be.
foofereA, according to some, byexiensive participation, in ongoing
researdhprojects. 'According to this view, the only form of training
that is at all useful:is an.apprenticeship type program Wherein the
student adopts 'the role of a research assistant. The apprenticeship
model of "learning. by doing" has much. to be said for.ifi-especially,
.wimmithe adtivity of the student.is.cloiely-supeivised by a profes-
sional researcher. Nevdrtheless, the-major assumption upon which
our project rested was that alternatives to the apprenticeship model
could be developed and incorporated, both in methodology texts and
classroom presentations. These-alternatives should approximate, ANT .

.some extent, -the "learning by doing" experience associated with the

a
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apprenticeship model while at the same time having wider applica-
tion.. They should supplement the approaches already employed in
methodology courses. `These new ;approaches should aim at reducing.
the wide 'chasm that currently exists between the-training students -
receive in'survey analysis and the analytical skills and insights
actually needed to. carry out a. competent analysis of survey data,
A reduction in this chasm would have two important consequences. It.
would encourage a larger number of students to participate in survey,' research projects'in the future, and it would enhance the value these
students would derive from such participation.

.

. The; firsi.donsequence that of encouraging greater parti7.
cipation in survey research'-- would come about because students would,'
be introduced at an early' point into the Most exciting.-enccreative
aspect of the research enterprise -- data .analysisb Presumably, this
irould'xesult in greater enthusiasm -andeXcitement about research on
the 'pait of students which, in turn, would encourage them to become.
apprenticed to professional researchers.' carrying out Ongoiiie survey .

research projects. The second consequence that of deriviilg great
er value from participating in fUture Survey research -- would. result
from the ,fact that students would more likely engage in the analysis
of data, rather than in being relegated to routine and less ;Challeng-
.ing. tasks .as interviewing, coding, or percentaging. .4

1 1

f.

(

llma ,recent development of survey data banks,'"bOtti here and .
abroad, cellar for ad increasing number of persons equippedlto tngige
in detailed' necOndary analysis of data bank material. Thy approaches
developed in this projeCt are designed to help the studeni become
competent In secondary analysis, ' A .

.
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II Methods

Creating, cross-tabulations

. The basic aisumptiort7underlying he apprdaches developed
inthis project id that students best learn data analysikby actual-

. ly doing it. While discussions of the general principles. underlying
data analysis and exposure ,to examples of completed research reports.
are of Value, they are no substitute for the actual analysis, rf data

/..,

itself. Often,, however,. it is impractical or inconienient to plunge
.novices immediately into the confusion of the dwelling sea-..Cif-raw
interview data. Consequently, we have developed comprehensive sets
of "middle-range" data which fall between the extremes of the raw
.data contained in interview schedules (which are transferred onto IBM
cards. or computer tape) and the 'highly selected, polished, statistic-
al or tabular presentations, found fn-published research reports.

,

The '"middle-rang e"-data consists of a large number -off co...
ventional tables,. each rdpresentingthe cross. tabulation of two or'-
three variables. These tables were intended to approximate the iange

I /of\ tables an -investigator might well .have ordered in the process of
. analyzing raw survey data. Some of hese tables should prove. to be

of little value in the subsequent a lysis, while others should be a
crucial value. This, again, approximates the situation sometimes_

encountered by professional survey analysts whose initial 'exploratory
lines of analysis prove,- upon investigation, to be useless. The talent-
ed survey analyst can pull together those few tables thdt cowy the
thrust of his analysis, from the, enormous' number of tables that, poten-
tially can be ordered:. Our "middle-range" data can aid dm- student
develop his ability ,to tell the "trees frora.the 'forest.': . .

/- '
,..

We developed four-different sets. of such "middle-range"-
tabular data. .Each set Ifocused on a different substantive area.
These. four areas were (1)- the voting behavior, (2) race relations,
(3) -student attitudes and behavior, and (*) social mobility. We felt
that this vita "referable' to developing tables dealing in only one area,
as it 'increased the likelihood that students would find an area of
personal inqiezt, whicti would elevate the 'students's: motivation and
involvement.' These parpicular four areas were selected because of our
familiarity with each e also because we possessed raw data from
previous 'surveys in each of the four areas. . . -

,
The tabled for each area were created

.

in
.

three ways.
(1) Some were derivdby cross-tabulating variable's containedrin___
real, surveys; .(2) others were purely. inventions of our imagindfion
balled on no. real survey data but guided by our.knowledge of what 71
.certain relationships_would look like; and (3),,- still other tables y

., !,were constructed by starting with real data and then "fidging" the? -... results slightly in order to highlight connections forheuristic 7 --.,

' purposes. Each table; regardless v£ how 'it was generated, contained
the frequency: distributions, both in terms of the number of cases
falling into each category-and the piiicentage distribution computed

6

4.

4

,
1
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colpramise. In' addition,,addition each table contained sevetal statistical
measuresof asiociation. - :p

.

.

6.- Formats for presenting taSUlar data
. ,

. -114 developed two different formatiwithin ktiichh.the "middle-.

range!! sets of tables w're presented to ttie students. In all cases
our ultimate goal was o have the studehtsiformulate smweredearch
Oroblem related to the datathey.wOuld'receive. They were, then, to
proceed to discover re ationships between variables cross-tabulated

f

/
in tables and link' se ected tableirto form an iAtegrated analysis
and interpretation. In this efOttdn. we will describe hOw we created
thoseift-formats. In the following section, we will discuss the
relUttlie-success and/failures cf these two formats. //

.:.,_
. .,. -

Format nUmber one began by presenting .the student with a. q.,.

final- research-report of professional calibieSome such reports
---".----

were created espeiilly for this project, while others were taken
frdm the profesitonial literature'. Reports gathered from_ the latter

source wereditheripretented as originally published. pr were altered
.somewhat for heuristic purposes. All of these reports, regardless'
:oftheirziOurce, contained numerOus-ttbles interspersed within the

Vtext. /fItfie report/was immediately followed by somecommentary_con-
cerning:alternitive possible interpretations of the tables. An

.,". atteiptcwas made,/10 indicate why some such interpretations were
preferable to otheisk. This', in turn, was followed by a mythical

:.- discussion betetn mydelf and the author of the report, and the pre.
sumed path taken ig the analysis was recapitulated step by step. The

'. . . discussion help1S the student appreciate the.many false starts, dead
ends, changes in direction, and un-anticipated turn of events that
takeplaci.injeal-life research. The student begins to understand
that the. ordetiy and logical sequence of findings presented in the
',final report is :i/poor reflection of the mentdl processes and data
manipulation that take place during the ongoing research enterprise.

We, then, elaborated on different ways in which the
al data could have been integrated; and alternate interpretations of

. the phenomedaunder ifiiestigafion resulted. Some selected tables
wereAustapOsed for the purpose of illustrating.tome of these alter-

,. native.lines,of inquiry. Thus, the student was presented with con-
.crete'examilles of alternative versions of the final report. w!

- :.,. .

Next, the student ilas supplied with a. set of twoiand three
variable tablesOhich were derived from .the same data that were the
basis fof:the tables appearing in the, original report. He was in-
structed to.da twothings with these'tables.'First, he was to select
the Ones which best supported the alternative lines of inquiry that .-

. I we suggested were possible.' Here, the studentlis'given a "story" and
has to fit:toine data to it in the best Possible fashiop.',$econd, ..-

giventhe set of tables, he was instrunted'to'develo0 some' alternative
lines of-itiquiry. of his own. Here, the student is givensome data and.

.

hati..tO'UpdOver a-"StOry" cOntaited-therein:"--The student-vtogether
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with the instructor, then, compares and contrasts the various alterna-
tive "stories" developed, and criteria arepresented,for deciding
which of these alternatives' are superior to others.

, -de . . ,

.
The students were then supplied with an extensive set .of

tab es, either real or fictitious, which dealt with a topic relateckl
..

to the one discussed in the original 'eport. There. were, then, 0: ..it"
/

several exercises.that'the students had to perform with this, data.
To begin with, limited hypotheses and rudimentary "scripts" were

. supplied along with the set of tables, and the students were tO14
I

1 ito discover which tables, if any, supported these hypotheses and
"scripts." The,.students were also requested to develop their own . / . .

hypotheses and "script" outlines after looking at a few tables. In'
both cases, the.students were then Instructed to look at additions
tables that should either tend to confirm or deny the initial. hypo
theses and 'tscripts." At first, the5r.'%.iiere told to hold on tO th se
hypotheses iendciouslg. They were to explain away as best as they.

/ could any empirical data that contradicted these hypotheses, .4 well
as.to search energetically for additional empirical confiration.
Next, they were told to discard gradually sbme of,these potheses
'and formulate new ones if the empirical data appearing in thetablei-
ifailed.to substantiape them.- Finally, they were told to discard
these hypotheses the very first time some empiricaldata.failed to
support them and formulate alternative hypotheses. These exercises
were intended to convey .to the student the capricious.nature of the
link between theory and data.

. ,

1 .

. .

The last step was to have the htudent use the,set of
tables given h m for the purpose of developing an extensive "story."
The student was to link's/number of empirically, substantiated hypo-
theses into a: coherent interpretation of the phenomena under investi-
gation. He. was also, told to list any additional tables which hi
would like, to have included d. in order to further substantiate. his

I.analysis.

. . \

The approach_
student in gradual stag
in tabular form. We 0

S

aken in this first format;was-to guide the.
4,from the finished report back to raw. data
rted with aWell structured and: organized

interpretation and by tages introduced greater 'entropy until the .

- student was brought fa eto face with disconnected tables of data.
The seco4d format we .Mployed-proceeded in the opposite fashion.
We initi ly exposed the student to a large. set of raw data in -

tabular,form and then in gradualstageS guided him to the finished
report created by a professional researcher. The student begins

,
with, an extensive set of tables, scans throtighthem,-snd starts to
develop.a."story" outline suggested by the data. .He, then, is

.

requested to develop more limited hypotheses and "scripts" from this .

data.-. He isjthen,givenseveral feasible hypotheses and."scripts" -

which could be derived_fidg the data which he then compares with
those hi preViouslTcreated, The,studentls then required to- put
together a sequence of .tables that will best support particular

a

.1
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hypothetes_and "scripts" that are supplied him. Next, the student is
confronted withia reported reenactment of the mental processes a pro-.
fessional researcher might go through in trying totease a "Story" out
O the'set-of tables supplied. Finally,. the actual finished report is

//
ead by the student. In brief, format.two.is really format one stood

on its head. -

..
.

Each format contained some novel approaches in the teaching
of data analysis. We were concerned both with how these different
aspects went over as well as with the question of which of the two
-formats were more effective teaching devices. In the following
section onifindings, we will attempt to answer these question. Be-
fore we do this, however, let us turn to several other heuristic de-
vices we developed.

7. Games

I .1

In addition to the formats discussed above, we also devel-
oped several heuristic "games" designed to introduce students to the
art of data analysis. We purposely inserte&a-comPetitive aspect in
most of these games in order to heighten motivation, and interest.
The siudents played at the '4iirious games before being exposed to the
two more extensive training.formats, Prior to playing these games,
all students received rudimentary instruction in survey'analysis.
They were instructed in the following concepts and techniques: Distri-
butions, cross-tabulations,acorrelations, ."elaboration," and multi-
variate analysis. Instruction at this stage was more condensed and
focused than istsually the case, andwe Purposely ignored a, number.
of issues normally discussed. Our intent was not to haVe the stuaents
thoroughly master these. various aspects of data analysis, but merely
to: gain a superficial' familiarity with the terms and logic cfsurvey
analysis. A more thorough understanding of these matters, we hoped,
would come aboht after exposure to the material 'welled developed.

Following-this brief.instruction period, the'class was
broken up into small groups, and each group wasdivided'into two..
teams. Theie teams then played several games we had:developed express-

. ly for heightening theirAnsight into the nit of survey anolydis. A
script containing a "story" based on data .and empirical interpretations,
:had been given to each team for study before class convened. One team
was instructed to try its best, by use of the empirical interpretation
tables (which were on colds), to. substantiate the interpretive story
line developedln the script; the other team was iliatructed.to try its
best to refute hat stoty line.

..During the class period, both teams were,to discuss the Mat-
.ter, andeach team Would attempt to win over the.otherl Each groupof
two teams,madelts presentations to the entire class. One team argued
for the script and the data; the'other attempted to demonstrate that
the data Dais ill suited for supporting the story,line emerging frbm
the script.' After both teams had engaged if thorough debate; the



instructorled,the class in a discussion on the merits of the argu-
ments presented by each side.

The winning team received a certain number of positive
points; while the losers were penalized with negative points. If,
prior to the clasp presentation, one teach had wisely altered its posi-
tion in light of (the other team's arguments, it was not penalized.
On the other hand, if the class as a whole felt that its original posi-
tion had merit and was defendable, the team that'had shifted from that
position was penalized to a greater extent than it would have had it
remeined.steadfast in its convictions. After the class had reached ..-
a,judgment concerning the' cases presented by each team from the first.

.sioup, two teams from a second group made their presentation'.' This
routine continued until all of the groups were heard. Xhis process
often'took several consecutive class meetings.' The winners of one
group played the winners of another group; while the losers pf each
of these'two groups played against.each other continued. until
most teams had accumulated a certain set'number of positive points in
the storing. .Once `a team.had reached a. predetermined scoring level,
indicating its competence in elementary analysis and presentations,
its members were free to move on to the more elaborate variations of

.

the game. There were several such variations. Ir.

:Other games we developed did not require team competition.
One Such variation required. eachteamto enunciate:alternative "scripts"
that might have been written to fit the tables. They were then judged
according to how.believable their scriptyas Pampered to the original.
A second variation called for each team toreceive at regular interv-
,als, additional tables, and 'they wiregto determine whether.or not these
additional tables altered the fit between the "script" and the data,
and, if so, in what ways.. A third variation gave each team several
:scripts and a large'number of tables. Each member of a team was
given a seri/Ai whichlhe read aloud; while the other members searched
through the tables in an effort to.find thoie th;at would substantiate
the storvline contained in the scripts.

o .

.' Another was:our "domino" game. In this game, the class was
again divided into small groups. Each of.'these groups was given a set
of related cards of one particular sociological phenomenon and which,
also, represented the relationship between different pairs.of variables.
Each student in .the'group then received an equal number of cards, and
the game began.

The game .commenced by placing a.special octagonally, shaped
card that contained four pairs of two - variable relationships in the
.center of the table. The first student attempted.to "match" one of
the cards he held, in his hand to one of the eight sides of the center
.card.. Then, each student.in turn would attempt to add one of his.
cards to4the emerging structure created by the linking of sequence
'cards.. One.end of each card. represented one of the two.varlahles in
the-relationship; while the other end. epresented'the second variable.

-16-
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All of the cards were limited'td representing two variable relation-'
shins. The center of the card indicated the nature Of.the.relation-
ship.. This relationship was indicated in.two different ways:. (1)"by
correlational coefficients and (2) by cross-tabulations. One could
add to an already discarded card only by joining a variable at one' of
its ends with.an identical variable in card one still Held. If during
his turn, a player had no card and he felt he could add to the emerg-
ing structure, he would then pick up one or more additional cards from
a common pool of cards until he could discard one. Thus, the play.
proceeded along lines similar to these used bychildren in playing
dominoes. Unlike-dominoes, however, it Was possibld,to break apart
two previously connected cards for the purpose oeinserting-a new
card between them. -The positioning.of the new card in relation to .

these cards already discarded indicated different implications in.the
flow of causality." The "winner" of the game .was the firstperson Who
discarded all the card's he had held.

The students were to verbalize about(ItHe "story" they were
spelliog.out in'the domino game. Eor example, one card may show a
relationship between religious affiliationand lioting behavior.- A
second card, attached to the first, indicates that, there is a relation-
ship- between class and partisanship, .while a third .attached shows
that there, also, is,a relationship between class and voting behaVior.
Ttestudents might interpret this to mean that class factors intervene
in interpreting the original relationship between religion and parti-
sanship. At this point, however, it would.be pointed out to them that
:they would need a three-variable table to substantiate this interpret-

.
ation.

A separate pool of three- variable tables was made available'
to each group,, from which the students could then search for the appro-

priate table, that would support their interpretation..

'4

5

-Our last game involved the creation of three different Ats .

of cards. One set of cards cpntained two and thrie variable tables; 44.,0-.

a second .set was composed of analyses of-these tables; and a third set 7'

was made up of more general Interpretations of these' analyses. The
class wte divided into several small groups. of three_students. In each
group, one studefit received the table ewes; a second the analysis
cards; and a third, the interpretation cirds. The student with the
table cards would'begin by discarding one of is cards. Next, the
student with the analysis cards would seam for the one which best
analyzes the table apd proceeds to discard t. Finally,-thethir4
student would attempt to discard one of his cards which adequate).*
interprets the analyzed table. After. all the dards were played, the
students would exchange sets of cards-11.nd begin again.



III Findings

How effective were the various devices we devetoped in
heightening the students' comprehension and skill in the art of
datscanalysis? In order to answer this question; we initially intend.-

; ed to enlist the' aid:of colleagues'at different universities who were \

teaching courses in suryey methods courses in either 'sociology or
political science departments: They were to use the materials in a
seledtive way wheneVer possible, so that a clearer picture of their
effedtiveness might emerge. For example, students in a class were
.JEW be divided into a number of differeAt sub-groups on &random"
basis,'and differentymaterials were to be used by the students in
each sub-group. All the students in.a-class were to be given identi-
cal examinations designed to test their ability to analyze actual sets
of tables. In addition, thestudents were to engage in a brief analy-
sis of conventional raw survey data. The relative abilities of the .

different. students in data.analysis, as measured by both their grades
on the standardized tests and their.performances in anal*ingiactUal,
survey data; were to be-dorietated-withths different materials to
which they were exposed. Thus), our eyaluation.ofthe relative effec-.

.

tiveness.of the materials Whith we had developed depended to a large
degree upon the-systematic feedhacICOt information from colleagues
utilizingrthesediaterials in methodology classes. ,

k

We should-point out that even with out own classes, limits,
.

tions.Of time. and personnfil made it impossible to rigorously; follow
;Ithe."testing":format suggeatediabove. Hence, the. findings reported
"in this section largely rest on our subjective impressions concerning
the relative effectiveness of the materials presented. .Nevertheless',
considering the "exploratory" nature of tkis project-in...exposing
students to a variety of novel approaches in the teaching of,data
analysis-, our impressionistic findings may not be a liability.

Flexibility, rather than rigidity, is important at the
,exploratory stages of a project. This flexibility facilitates the
discarding of,approaches which'seempd promising earlier but fail.to
live upto,exPectations. Flexibility also encourages tinkering with
the original material in light ofexperiencesvith it. in actual class-
room use,. so as to improve its value. it, also, promotes the spon-
taneous development of.new; unanticipated materials suggested by our
classroom experiences. A,precondeiVed experimental testing design
mitigates agaipst such flexibility in favor of Scientific rigor.
Such rigor is more appropriate at a later stage when we-want to choose
fromamong.several alternative Sets, of materials, ich seem from
impressionistic exploratory probes.to.have some ue. %

. ,

. let us now turn to the impressions We. formed concerning the
effectiveness of these materials in training students in the art of
data analysis: ,We will begin by focusing on our eXplitiences with, the

.
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(several.data analysis games we developed and discuss the,effective-
.

.ness of the two training formats. f:

8. Examples and analyses of games

In all our methodology classes, the studdnts were briefed
on the rudiments of survey. analysis before proceeding to our special-
ly designed games. How well did-this instruction gdlover? The fiist
trial class'reeled from having too much information thrown at them..
The, students-felt that 'they had not coped'adequately with one topic
before they'were in the midst of discussing another. ,With our second
class,- we reduced. the amount of material introduced in the beginning.
The topics that had been eliminated were introduced latgr at inter-
val's. Furthermorel.rather than begin by discussing methodology points
in the abstract, we began by posing concrete' problems in different
substantive areas of sociology. We then proceeded to show the stu-
dents hoi4 different types.of data handled in different ways can throw
light upon these substantive Problems. This problem-oriented approach
proved much more effective than the abstract approach in introducing
students to the essentials of survey analysis. At this-stage, the

c students-Vad not mastered,the art 9f §urvey analysis. Nevertheless,
they had acquired an appropriate vocabularly, understood the.rudi-
mentary logic of survey analysis, and began to appreciate the value
Of methodological points in clarifying real world problems, both
practical and theoretical.

Approximately six meetings of our methbdology classei were
taken up with a discuSsion of these basics in survey analysis. The
students were then introduced to the sames. How well did these games
go over? What alterations were made in light of our experiencws?
And how effeative were these games. in realizing ourpurpose? The; games1 by and large, were well received. Students appeared to enjoy'

competitive and novel aspects of the "games. With our novice stu-
dents, these games were.more successful in holding interest than the
Conventional methods of teaching data analysis. Let us now turn to
a discussion of what alterations we made in these games.

. .

The tirst gaue invol4ed dividingthe class into sLveral
groups of two teams 'each. Each group received a script, which elab-
orated a story line, and a set of tables, which formed.the empirical
basis of the script. The teams played against each other. One team
tried to demonstrate that the 'data presented in ,the tables supported
tAe story -.line in the script, and the. other team attempted. to show that
the story line was' unsubstantiated by the data.. What impressions did
WeAorm on the babis of our experiences with thisgame?

First, this game consumed much more time than we Aad intend-
)

ed. In subsequent trials, we reduced the amount of time needed by
introducing the following alterations:.. (1) The groups were made larg-
et, so that there were fewer teams making tair presentations in class;
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(2) the discpssion betweenIthe teams in each gr6up now took place
outside ofthe regular classroom, either in laboratoiy sessions or
at someone's residence; and (3) we divided the class into two parts, -;
and teams made their presentations simultaneously to one or the other
half of the class, rather than have every team present its arguments
before the entire class. As a result, the total class time consumed

-A by this game was' kept within reasonable bounds.
I

4,

A second impression of our experiehces with this game in the
early ftial.stages was that the students' class presentations'were
weak and confusing. We-feit,thiswas due'partiallyto insufficient
time allowed for discussing and preparing the presentation Andto..a'-.
lack of supervision; in such'a presentation. In order-to -.

increase the time each team spcetoutside of theclassdiecuseiiithe.'
script.and the tables, welled -more cotoies.reprduced. This enabled
every team to .have its awn copy bf.both the.script.and the tables,
and meetings were airanged.more.readily.and frequently than hdd been
possiblevith the larger groups..' In order to give the.dtudents super"-,
vision in preparing their presentations, each team met at least twice

teachinvassistant. The aisistantparticipated-Moie-as
group facilitator and information source rather than as an authoiita-.-
tive leader. These changes brought abouthigher calibre presentations
intuCceeding classes. .

. 4

Third., involved -point scoring system which we had deirel-
.

Oped-proyed confusing dnd.irritating to the studentsandtime consum-
ing for us. After a while, we,hdd the teams play against one snottier
without keepina record otheit scores. Nevertheless, "winners" of
each contest played against one anotherAn,a round-robin fashion un-
til one team had triumphed over allAmeihous."victors."' Themembers
of that team then went on to play some of-the other games among them"-
'selves, while the other teams continued to contest each .othei until
each was victorious over the remaining teams. The competitive spirit
was retained,: but the- burdensome point system was' discarded. This

'. 'Method allOweikthe "losing" teams to hdveymore practice.in playing -the
game while the "wipning" teams enjoyed the opportunity to play.the

*;,, more individualized games..

,Finally, we noted that some of the teams were dissatisfied
With theiaiiigfiment to eithey defend or refute the story linecon-
tained in their script. .During later trials, we gave each teamhe
option of.deciding among themielves which position they would like to

'v

- defend after-they had had an opportunity to inspect both the script
-!, and the tables. Although this procedure resulted in greater interest

4:.--and motilationv it suffered from two drawbacks. In' "t first placa,
. Anunagnal.iduiber of teams chose a particular posititon; cOnsequently,

thiAmiting of teams Wes-difficult"to. arrange. Secondly, toomuch
time was . consumed by teams deciding Which- of 04 two positions-they
wished to defend.
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In the futu re, a compromise arrangement would be best. Each team
wouldbe assigned- a-position, then allowed a brief time in which to
decide whether or not they would chose to 'defend that position. If
not, they could alter their position they would find another team
to 'trade pbsition with them.' In this way,' it shOuld be .possible to
maximize interest and still ,have an equal number 'Of opposing teams.

,
After a team had defeated 'the remaining tams in the rou5d-

robin contest, its- members began to play the other individualized
games.-among themselves. The first .of these called for the students
to create new 'scripts from the tables which their team had --receiVed:
earlier. Each student vas, to-do this.independent of the others, and
after each had composed such scripts, he would. discuss the strengths.
and -weaknesses of the scripts with the other' members' Of the iroup.
Despite several attempted variations, the .ktudents experienced con-
siderable difficulty ,in creating appropriate scripts. Thus, at this
stage 'in their training,. students were much more hesitant about spin -'
nieg stories from data than they 'Wire in relating data to stories_
which had alive* been constructed.

.
. .

. All _teams were ,later given additional tables, and each
member of 'the team- had to indicate in which ways the additional data '
-might alter the previous _At-between tables and script. ,,!Some of these-.

additional tables were purposely designed to refute the story line ..
devetoped\in the-script; others were designed to buttress thatoitory
line. -- This exercise sharpened' the analytical ;eye ofthe student, ail&
made him apPreciate the way in which additional information can alter

:-; one's - empirically grounded, notions. Although 'the students' had Sabre
-difficulty with this exercise at, first, they later .did very well and'
appeared to'enjoy-ii thorOughly.;' , ."4..

. :-.. .
1 ,-

at
.-; The pact game involved having each. member' of a team read

',:.-out a, scriPt, ind the other members searched through a P061. of tables
ito 'substantiate the 'story -line developed in the script. This game
corked. reasonably well.- We -added the requirement -that the students
.elio search .for table's that would refute the` tory line contained in
'the Script. Afterieitine .trials, we arrived -at the conclusion that the
best way-to utilize this game was to divide the members of each team-
'inio,thtee groups -.' One team was comprised of those who would attempt

. to refute -,the story line; a secoind team, of those. who would: try to..
substantiate it; and a third. composed of 'that individual who was read-
-ing the script. In -order t67vfaCilitate the processing of the tables,
Am- gavee-ach team two sets of the tables,- one for each group aerguing

-,- for or against the--a. tory line- deVeloped in the scri pt. I
. ., , . .

.. - .iiit:11? --The'students''were later divided into small, groeps, and they
played Out-dOmino game using as dominoe, cards embodying twos variable
relationships pertaining to a single tiOdiological phenomenon. This
gaffe.. caused solse,perbl.ems among .the students at first. We-made i _

nulither-of alterations: To'-begin.cithi rather than have a whole group. ,t ,l. play' tpgether, we restricted the play to two students at, a time. This
C. .." `.

.
. ,

.
:4) ---2l- - .... .
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c aused'llgs s-confusion among the students, reduced the waiting time
between successive moves by the same student, and increased. the like-
lihood that tables that one student needed were not already appro-
priated by others.- Second, we had'all the cards in the pool turned

. .Lface up, so that students could pick only ose cards that they wanted.
This reduced the number of cards a'student eld in his hand at any one
time. This, in turn, reduded the student! sionfusion: Third, the'
'hands dealt to each playerware predetermined by'us,.rather-than
left to chance.. .This made it easier fat each player to develop a
story line with'thedards in hand. Finally,' to each Oar of teams
playingihe games, ,we assigned one .of the better. players. His func-
tion was to pass judgment on disputes aswell'as.to be in char e of
the set Of three variable tables. We are still' not coMplete itis-
fied with the current state.of this game, but its usefulness ears
much improved from what it was at first.

-

.

The, last .game involved the use of cards symboliiingthe
thiee different levels in the processing data -- tables, analyiis of ..

tables, interpretation of the analysis. line sthdent.would,diacard a
table-card; the next student would.throwouran analysis-card that
correspored to that table-card; and the third, student would discard
a card which best interprbted the analysid-of the tab10. The students
performed quite well at this game. Nevertheless, they appeared bored

.

and as if they.felt they had mastered these skills earlier. Wg be-.
lieve that this game should be the first, slither than the last, one
encountered by the students.

.
' -

How effective wire-all.of these *games after above.alter-
ations and modifications had beerOtade?' In our judgment, they were
very effective. After completing the entire beries of games, most
students appeared to understand the mays in which survey data can be
used to 'confirm or disproVe hhndhes, hypotheses, and theories,.... -They

appeared knowledgeableAn the ways in what- a sequence tt"tables
can form the empirical KounditiOns for an-involvedexplahation of a.
sociological phenomenoh. -Furthermore, they gave every indication44.
being at ease with tables and data, rather than intImidited and awed
-- a characteristic reaction among novice methodologytuderkts.
When several 'selected students at this stage ' "ordered" tablekfrom
actual data that was computer prodissed, their understanding,'compe
tence; ihd:oahfidende were considerably above those of students ex-
posed only te'conVentional survey analysis training for the same
period oUtime. However, the students still had -difficulty starting
with aet of tables and developing a story line_from Odts.'This

.

.skill, -we'hoped, -would become develo-ped when they Oereteltpoied to
our training. formats.

-: . I ,-

9. .Examples4dd analyses of formats

' The students were given ample opportunity to play the -.
variable games. Afterwards,.they.were exposed to the two formats we
bad developed earlier: The purpose of these formits was to sharpen

GIP
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the'llnalytical Skills that students developed in' the process of-play-

ing the games: These formats showed how middle-range survey data,
i.e., tables, were integrated in order to form a finished research

report. The roles of assumptions, analytical skillnt and interpre-
tive flare were emphasized. The students were shown how tables are

woven in gradual stages. One format began with the-report and ended.
with the data; while the other format began with the-data and:culmi-
nated in the report,. After a student read through the format and
engaged-in some of:the exercises, he pUrsued, his own analysis, of the

large:set. of supplied tables. *Let us now discuss, our impressions
based on our experiences in developing4and using these training

ormats.- .

The tables,' as well as the reports, were Cre*ted in one of
,three ways -- out of our imagination, -out of/Actual daft and reports,.
and combination of the.two.: In.our'judgment, the third alterna-
tive '(co'mbination of imagination and actual data'and reports).worked
.out best in 'classroom use. When we Limited Ourselves to using actual
data and report, it was difficult to find exactly what we wanted in
order to make methodological points,. Helationships between variables,
were-rarely striking enough 'to catch the eye of the novice analyst,

v. andit'took considerable amount of time and effort to grind out the
appropriate tablesphat would serve our purposes from the raw survey
data. Nevertheleii, the students appeared enthusiastic about the

-.idea of using real data. They felt they were ,learning about real
,4aOple4tlihy were .less enthusiastic when fictitious data and'reports-

7 .,. Were lidt6C :Creating these fictitious tables and reports proved time
Consuming, and,'at'ttmes,.,we created tables which were not Consistent.

despite .effortsto.AVoid this pitfall. Heuristically, however, these .

tables and. reports were ideal for making methodology points clear to

the students. The third alternative -- that of starting with actual
.tables and reports and tfie altering them slightly ;.--combined the

.
-advantages of the first two alternatives.. Student enthusiasm re-
Mained.high,,the tie spent in preparing the materials was less than

in the. other' two proced4res,:'andlibr the most part, the tables were

consistent with One another, and the. methodology pointe)we wanted, to.

make were clear.-
-

.t

I.

.1%.- We propose that in the future our middle range tabular data

- be prepared in only one, rather than in four, substantive areas. The .

reasoWare several. To begin with, it took considerably more time
to develop these formats than we had anticipated. When 'faced. with
the task of developing four such formats, our time and effort were
divided, and not enough attention was paid to developing a format.

If we limit ourselv4s to creating only a single format, less total

-time sh041d -be abs9ibed in this task, and more attention and care
could be devoted to a' thorough construction of this single format.
Also, interaction:among the students, instructors, and teaching
assistants should be enhanced by having the entire class work *on only

one'format. -Teaching assistants could be used more effectively in

dealing with questions when'the.entire'class.is working on a single

OA-
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A number' of. students complained that, 'among the set of
tables'We supplieC there were too many useless ones. Few useless
tables Should be/included among the set of tables the student is to
analyze at first. This will minimize his confusion and of being over-
whelmed by the/data.- .Once the,student gains sothe confidence in his
ability to analiie the dafa, he can be giien another set of tables
which dOes*ntain many Useless. tables-. In lightof our experiences
with these formats, we, also, feel that at the early stages; students,
should for with only a few tables. The number of tables can be.
gradullyllarged as his confidence and skill .grow.

The first time we-utilized these formats, we.asked the
. .fttudents- to,pay attention both to the percentage point differences
"andthe:CoNr4lationa/ coefficients cdntained in each `table. This
proVed confusing to t,he students and hindered rather than aided the
develoOment of their analytical skills. Subsequently, we. had the
stuients\focus exclusively upon the percentage point differences con-
tained.in each table ignoring all other statistical measures. Only'

-;51itter,the. students were able to aeinonstrate that they could competent-

:. '-'=7:1y.abluyze the tables.and spin ,off empirically .grounded interpreta-.
tiontwere they tql& to pay attention to the correlational coefficiens,
,They were' then told to retriaeitheir analytical steps, relying solely
On these statistical measures.71 This enablea them to comprehend the
.relative advantages,Anddisadvantages of correlational coefficient's
compared percentage point differences. Finally, they were to anal-
yze tie tables by looking at the correlational coefficients alone.
TheOmri then to repeat their ahalysiNhaving recourse to the per -
cenJage point differences shown for. each table. These exercise% were
IleiT.useful in helping the_students devele an appreciation of the
strengths and weaknesses of differentanalytical,procedures. :These
efercises, however, consumed a considerable amount of time.

The students looked with favor.upon the discussion style of
presentation between the supposed author of the repOrt and ourselves.
during that stage when we ettemptedto recapittlate the actual creat-.
ive procdss that 'culminated in the final report. They were somewhat
overwhelied and confugd by.the extent and varietyof.the analytical
"gig-gags" that-took place in the retearch process. This was, also,
the case when we confronted them with numerous alternative lines'of
investigation that could have been followed by the author it had'

chosen. It is our feeling that this Confusion can be reduced.sub -
stantially in the.following ways: (1) Spelling out fewer alternative
lines of investigation. or analytical turns and twists by the author
of the repOrt and (2). intersPersing the diicussion between the pre-
sumed author of tWreports'and ourselves with pertinent tables that
:would*mild empirically illustrate and highlight the alternative turns'
-that,were taken.

There,appeared to.be no clear cut preference on the part of
the students for one type of format over the other. Some students who
were given formats, that led them from data to thefinalreport ex7.
pressed regret'ihat they were ,not assigned the other format. On the'

.
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1. other and a like number/who:received formats that started.. ith the
oal report and:ended with data Similarly thought that they would

prefer the alternative fbrinat. Most students appeared content with
the type offormatjthey received. Prom our perapecti4e, it did not

-seem that one typeof'format was muire.effective than another in dev-
eloping the students,!'analytibal skills.

How effective were these formats in realizing their dual
objeCtives -- of(l) ncreasing the student's awareness and under-,
standing of the intel ctual turns and twists that link the fina/
report of an actual r search enterprise with the raw data initially
collected and (2) imp oving the student's. skill. in interpreting
complex, causal model emerging oqt of the analysis of tables? In

r our view, the formats' were very successful in achieving the first
objectivh and somewhilt.less successful in realizing the second. The .

students dill, indeed, grasp-the fact that the order o£ the findings':
presented in.afin#1 report boil but efaint resemblance to the intel-
lectual gyrations and data manipulations in the resear0
process. They began to appreciate the fact thatresearch involves a
great deal more Oen the mere following of setroutineprocedures by
which findings are ground. They, also, started to understand that
the art of research ismuch more creative, challenging, and absorbing,

. as well as fruStrating, than they had originally imagined.' Finally,
the'students hegan to see the importance of the researcher's implicit ,

assumptions and explicit decisions onthe,outcome of the'fival report.
The role of such assumptions and deciriona were not clearly appreciat-
ed by the stbdentsgduring their initial reading of the final research
report., / F

.
.

;The formats, also, improved the student's 'own ability to
link datafwith interpretations. Many students still encountered
difficulties, however, when they attempted to spin-off-elaborate and
coherenV stories on the basis of. their data analysis. However, their
performanbe in this regard was clearly superior to that of students
who' rebeiyed only traditional instruction.' The formats were effect-

inCimProving the student's ability to move from raw data to
polished report, but not quite as effectifre as we had hoped.

Peiformance'may improve if after wbrking through the for-
meta, eachstudent is givena carefully selected set containing only
a few tables. Then, after he demonstrates his competence in devel-'
oping interpretations of different combinations of these tables, he
would be given a few additional tables to add to his set. In .gradual
Stages, he should be encouraged to develop Mora comprehensive and
/inVolved'ineerpretations and should not be permitted to advance to
fthe.\next stage until he has deMonstrated his abinty to carry out 'a

satisfactory analyiis with the tables at his disp441, This proce-
/ dure-should build the student's confidence and encourage him into

handling. larger and larger files;bf data.)
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. Questionnaire construction

- The ga;ses and formats discussed above were designed to aid
the -student in developing analytical Understanding, itisights, and
abilities. This wad', after all., the major 'objective of our prodect.
Initially-,;'ve had not .plann'ed to develop'any materials designed to
improve other phases Of the. research -- e.g., interviewing, question-
naire construction, or coding. It. became clear tO us that it would.
be important iosensitize the students' to the impact the construction
of questionnaires have on the analYsis of the ,collected data. We
developed .several exercises for -this purpose.

First, students were.given a set Of tables and asked to
su bstantiate given story lines-where either .(1) important pieces ;of

becausewere absent becau they failed to have been asked or
(2); it was mpossible to cart,, out crucial, tests concerning alterna-
tive explanations WeCausevital questions had nist, been asked Airing
the interview.. In these cases the prOdesp Of analysis serves: to
point..oue additional. new questions that should have been asked.of the
respondents. The students are told to' 'look out for-such negligence
in their analysis and to. write up such questions iand -insert them in
!the-printed qUestionnaire that is supplies.theM. Students were, also,
..encouraged to make up additional qiiestiOns that should have.beree
asked in the interview_ that ,woUld have improVed tfieir andlysiS In
another exercl.se students were iold-about a;,problem area and asked
to design a briOf questionnaire. They were apked. to write out a
request for the tables they'would want in oider to launch an anal--
ysis based' on thede'questiona: The teaching assistants then 'made up
somemock tables that gave erapir 41. flesh tovtfieir skeletal. request
form.' The students Were .to analyze the tables and then indicate what
additional questions should have been inserted into their Pliuestion-,
naire. this exercise shows the difficulty encountered in -antiCipak
ine the .qUestions.to ask at the questionnaire design Stage.' The stu=
dents were alpo given the result's of slightly differently .worded, but
siMilar questions..from different' surveys taken at different dates.
The difficulties encountered' there in._ arriVing at reliable'. trend ,

analysis illustrated pile '. results obtained with slight alterations
in wording. _

These .',eiercises proved effective in' seinsitizing the student
in the :relationship between'data analysis .and questionnaire construc7-
tion. Awareness,Of the problems in; questionnaire construction was'
heightened.',..Thestudente.,,no longer saw these. Problems as isolated.
They began to appreciate: the advantages;: of anticipating some of the

. nalysis, during the qUestionnaire'debign stage.a

t.
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. objectives of the game. The game played by such a chess novice is
poor, because (1) he lacks information concerning strategy and tactics
-- i.e., opening game moves designed to develop his pieces, Middle
game moves designed to improve his position and engage his opponent,
and end game-,moves designed to ensure victory and,(2) he has no
understanding oft how to integrate these stages. Like title chess
master,' th'e .professioneg survey analyst must thoroughly' understand
the strategy, and tactics for each stage of analysis, anticipating
several steps in advance.

New materials and approaches are needed to develop the-
'student's insight into the strategy and tactics appropriate to the
differentstages of the research enterprise. This project created
sudh novel materials and approaches .and then proceeded to try them
out on social science students. 'These materials and aPproaches were
designed to compensate' for the inadequacies -.present in. current Ameri-
can methodology textsand courses. These new- materials and approaches
have the following charaCteristics. They focus on the art of 'data
analysis itself rather than on auxi,liary processes in the research
enterprise._ In the area of data analysis, they concentrate on the
art of discovery rather than on the logic of verification. They give
the. student ample opportunity to engage in the actual anelysis of
data rather thien on being expositional in nature. They hold the)
student's interest and involvement, and they are suitable for use
in,small as well as .in large colleges and' universities.

The new materials and approaches 'we developed were based on
the assumption that the student best learns data analysis by''engaging
it it... 'Discussion of the principles or exposUre to examples -of
research are ,no substitutes .for the analysis of data itself.i. It is '
often, however, impractical and inconvenient to plunge novices into
the confusion of the sea of, raw interview data., As an alternative,
we provided the-student with.sets of two and three variable tables
as their/basic data input. These tables fall between the extremes
of raw data contained in interview schedules and polished final
research reports.

These tables were created in three different ways. Some
were the products of our. imagination; some were taken intact from
actual survey .data.;. and some were `initially based on survey data, but
altered 'for heUristic purposes. Tabled created in this last manner
proved to be the best. Different sets of tables were created in the
following four .substantive areas -- voting behavior, race-relations,
student attitudes and behavior, and soCial mobility. As a result
of:our experiences in using these ilitterials in methodology courses,
we are of the. opinion that in 'the future it would be wiser to restrict,

` ,the use .of Such Material- to asingle ubstantive area: These tables
were extensively used 'in our, training games and formats that will be
diScussed.. These genies and formats constitute the novel materials
and approaches developed by us.

ti
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We had hoped to enli the voluntary help of,Oolleagues .

in evaluating the effectiveness of the materials we:had-developed.
We distributed copies of our materials, along with evaluating tests,
to a numhgr.of colleagues in sociology or political science. depart- 1:,.,-.

ments at different institutiOns where-they were teaching survey -re,- '1
search methods courses. Unfortunately, we.have,not. received the feed
.back from these Colleagues. AS a result% reporteport is largely lim4-
ed to. our own impressions. based. on .our- experiences with the materials

in four graduate level methodology courses. This approach, although ,_

inappropriate for rigoibUS testing, has value in an exploratory pro-
jict,such as ours. ,ItaIlows tor.flexiility.which facilitates the 1

discarding of approachei that fail.. to fulfill promiSe. It-stimulates',
experimentation, with the prepared materials, and it promotes spon- j

taneoui development. of new materials suggested by those experiences.

11students were initially exposed to a brief instruction
on the rudiments of survey analysis:: . The content of this instruction
was-pared-downHto-the.bareessentia16,_ t ofand forma presentation

an. pwaSfahanged.from a abstract one a'rObleM-5tiented-approach.The
Students did not master the art of survey analysis in the six (around
six) meetings devoted .to this basic instruction. Nevertheless, they

Cdeveloped a preliminary understanding of the logic. of survey analysii
\along with an appreciation of its value in illuminating problems

.

'existing in the real'world. In addition, they acquired a baiic vocal).-
Ulary that facilitated; heir reading of methodology articles.

-After being introduced,to the ABC's of survey analysii, the
students were exposed to a series of games, which were developed by.
-li to initiate.students'into the art of data analysis. They utilized
the sets of tablei described, earlier, as- well as scripts containing
story lines pertaining tcytfiese.tables.. In.the first game, -the class
was divided into several:groups, and, each group was split into two
teams. Each group was given a set of tables and a script;.and the
two teams of each group played against eachother.. One team tried to
demonStrate2thit the data presented in the tables supported the-story
line develoPed:in the script; while the:otherteam attempted to show.
that the story iine was unSubstantiated by the data. The two teams
gave` presentations before the entire class, which judged on which .

te'ammade the:better presentation.: This game.was veil received by the
students.

Our experiences suggested_several ways in which the amount
of gametime could be.teduced. By increasing the size of each group,
AweiredUCed thetime,needed::for classroom presentations.' Bylmsisting
thatAiSCUsSion among_ members of:eachjteami as well as debates between
teammtake place outside ofthe.:classirOoM;ValUable-ClaitE time was
saved. Finally., presentationswere made:onWto half, rather than
theentireclaSs; therefore,LtWo separate bresentations could. .occur

aimultaneduslyTliP;e144Orat6 point scoring Belie* designed toster
-ConipetitiOn.betweentearaiwatireOlacedtaroUnd=rokinformat This
jo*matretaineritha:CoMpetitiVe:ilemenibut tliminateCthefaonfudion

Lsr
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. emerging from the involved point-scoring system. This game could be
improved by giving each team an option on whether-or not it wishes
to defend the tables..

: .____
. r ..

_ After'a team had emerged "victorious" from the round-robin
contest,: its members played other data analysis games among themselves.
One suchgame was Similai to .the game discussed above'-- i.e., match-

.

ing sets of tables to scripts -- except that in this case, competition'
`t'ook Place amonginembers of asingle,team rather than between teams:
'mother game involved,giving each team additional tables at intervals
and having them indicate ways in which, the additional tables.altired\
the previous fitlietween data and script. Still another game called'
upOn students to create scripts baseCLon their analysis of the tablee.
The students found it more difficult to spin. stories from\datathaef:
to search through a set_Of tables in order to substantiate a .preparee

.

story., Another game sought to sharpen the students' .awareness of the
relationship betweentables, analyses, and interpretations was one in '
which oneatudent received table-cards and proceeded to. discard them
one at a tima.-,ksecond student; supplied with analysiS-cards, tried
to *itch. each table-crd with an analysiii:Card. A third student,
giVen-onli-interpretation-cards, attempted tO_find an-approprinie--
interpretation -card; It is our judgment that this game would be more
effectrvefifitwere usi4. earlier, rather tban late, in the training

k

period. The final game was our domino game.. Students.receiyed cards
representingtherelationship between different pairs of variables.
The complete set Ofcirds related to .a single sociological phenomenon.
Although this game was initially-designed for a group of players, we
decided to restrictilay to..onlytwo players at a time. One player

.

would throw out aCard:.the. other plsyer tried o match one of 'his
.cards tcthe disOarded Eventual, a structure of cards would
be formed, like a pattern of dominoes.h with the players giving verbal
interpretations of the'connected

.

. -
. After all the studenta had had opportunity to play. these

.gamesi,thervere expoOed to*ainingjoYM4tA. ...These formats-were
-designed to ftirther-sbarOen-the analytical skills, and they.detiion-.
ottated to the:students howtables were woven together into a final
research" report. ThiiAlemonstraticin proceeded step by step through
several stages --(1) the _polished research' report, (2) an unveiling
of the actUal'analytical:paib pUrsued by the author of thereport,
(3) adiscussiOn.of alteTnatiVe paths that could have been pUreited by
the author, (4) an opportunity forthe student to diacovet-for him-
Self some other alternativOathiofahalyeis, and,. finally, (5) givitig

:the 'Student acomprehensiye set of tables to analyze:and 'Weave into a
report. One format began withthe finaLreporeandtracedthe stages
backWard,:,ending :with.: the:raw data; while-asecond forrgat began with

data and:CUlmittatedin:therOpOrt. In:Practide, neither format
was deemedattperiortO: the:Other.: Some fOrmats'-werei.created from
'-:aCtualiesearcihreportssoMei-frOnvOttr iMagination:.and 4amel)egan

aCtualreporWbut'ware-Altered-for heUristic purposes. 'Formats
oreated;:inthis:latterfashipn. *irked. out best in classroom use.

0
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The games aud formats.were designed to familiarize the 1,

Student with the strateiy and tactics!of,survey. analysis. We initial-
ly Chose to ignore the other phases involved in the research enter
prise.: In practice, howevert we dfcidea to sensitize the students to.
the effect of questionnaire on the subbecluent analysis..
of data. In order to do this, several exercises were developed.
Students were asked to spin off stoiieS from sets of tables derived
fremluestionnaires nhiCh lacked.crucial questions. The students
were required:to. write npadditional-questionsthat wouldimprove;the
analysis. In another exeidise, the students created a brief question-
naire of their own. Mock tables were created by us.:On the basis] of ,

their queitionnaire to highlight the.abstnce of certain questions:
Finally, the students were exposed to the different results obtained
when.slighttrewording of questions, takes .place. In total, these exer-
cises hide /the students more aware of the problems of questionnaire
construction and its relationship to data analysis..

.A;

12. Conclusions'.

By and large, the students were enthusiastic about the
games. Our flexible approach stemming from the exploratory.natnre.
of this project. encouraged:us to make numerous changes in these gathes
for improving their fie. Th6se games, as modified, were indeed effect-
iVe-in introducing students' tothe art of survey analysis. Students
seemed to understand thevays in which survey data could be utilized
for the purpoSes'of Confirming/or rejecting hunches, hypotheses, and
theOies.. They:also:appeared to fathom the. ways .in. which combina-
tions of tables can form.the foundation ofIcompleX.explanations and
interpretations of sociological phenomena. Rather than being intim-
idated by the tables, test.ef the ttudents.appeared at ease with the
data. Finally, the analysis that several students carried out on
actual computer; processed surveLdata:Was of a. much higher calibre
than_that.carried -out-by-Students.exposed only to conventionaltrain-
in04surveyanalysis. Finding table6 to corroborate a given story
line Presented no problems; hOweNier, the students still had difficulty
developing a story line ffOm tables. It had been hoped that the new

. ;

formats which We.develOped.would have remedied this weakness-. .

. .


